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Stop the Bleed Month and Operational Medicine Course
May 2019 marks the first ever National Stop the Bleed Month and May 23rd is National Stop the Bleed
Day. This nationwide campaign was created to highlight the importance of Stop the Bleed training and
provide the public with information and education through local health care professionals. Several
classes on basic bleeding control are available locally. More information can be found here.
Seattle Police Department's EMTs have also been training on their lifesaving skills. A recent grant from
Motorola gave $25,000 to the unit to fund a 4-day Operational Medicine Course. This course provided
all EMTs with the skill set and certifications to work as a Tactical EMT for SPD.
SPD's Lead EMT Instructor, Officer Tyler Verhaar said, "Traditionally teaching “good medicine in bad
places” has been hindered by challenges like insufficient practical application. To overcome these
hurdles, EMT team created a course that is dynamic and interactive, and is led by a dedicated cadre of
instructors."
Experience given in courses like these was recently put to use when a gunman opened fire on
Sandpoint Way last month. Sgt. Nathan Shopay and other SPD's EMTs used the equipment from their
personally purchased EMT kits to provided aid to the victims in the active scene, before Medics were
able to reach them.
Since SPD's EMTs are not funded by the department's budget, Sgt. Shopay assumed he would have to
spend his own money to purchase new supplies. Thanks to a donation from BMK Ventures, several of
their suppliers, Sgt. Shopay received a completely new kit with everything he might need during an
emergency.
"These officers suit up every day to protect our families in the face of growing public scorn. Its our
deepest hope that stories such as this where officers save citizen’s lives with gear they had to
originally purchase themselves will hopefully provide a better perspective to these hero’s in blue. In the
face of that sort of sacrifice, BMK Ventures, Z-Medica, SAM Medical, Phokus and 813 Consulting are
honored and humbled to have the opportunity to at least ensure they are outfitted properly to go into the
breach again." said BMK Ventures rep, Blair Dell.

K9 EMT Kits
The Seattle Police Foundation is dedicated to the safety of all of SPD's
officers including the furriest. In 2018, the Foundation funded new
protective gear of members of the K9 unit including boots, eye and ear
protection and brand new EMT kits designed specifically for them. Watch
the video below for more information on how officers can now treat their
K9 partners.
A kit similar to the one featured in the above video will allow handlers to
give aid to their K9s after they sustain an injury. Recently, K9 Jedi suffered
an injury during the track of a suspect. Once officers receive their EMT kits,
they will able to treat injuries before seeing a vet. Read more about Jedi
here.

Ofc. Anthony Ducre and K9 Jedi

SWAT Team Door Kits
The SPD SWAT Team currently has only one medical kit that can be used on daily patrol as well as
missions. While the kit has a state of the art comprehensive system, it does not have the medical

supplies needed for missions that may involve mass casualties and was designed to be carried in a
vehicle.
The SWAT Team needed three kits that have the ability to handle major trauma and bleeding control
while being light enough to be carried in the field. Should an officer or victim need immediate medical
attention, these kits would be immediately accessible.
Board members of SPF quickly decided that purchasing three "Jonah" kits designed by BMK Ventures
would meet the needs specified by SWAT and EMTs.
During the annual SWAT Banquet on May 11th, SPF Board Chairman, Greg Steinhauer, and President
and CEO, Cherie Skager, presented the team with the bags as a special surprise.
Greg Steinhauer said, "Having these kits ensures that officers will be able to have the use of life saving
treatment immediately either for themselves, victims, or suspects."

Alice Lawrence Foundation Grant and Lake Washington Partners Gift
Seattle Police Foundation would like to thank the Alice Lawrence Foundation for the $15,000 grant they
recently issued to assist the EMT Unit.
Responding to a call for an injured child is one of the worst fears police officers have. In a time when
the threat of school shootings is very real, officers need the tools to provide critical care to victims of any
age. EMT officers recently requested pediatric tourniquets so they can aid the smallest victims if
needed. The Alice Lawrence Foundation's grant will be able to fulfill this request and fund the purchase
of 500 pediatric tourniquets for when officers have to respond to the worst calls.
Lake Washington Partners Principal, Jordan Lott, recently attended SPD's Community Police Academy
and where he learned about the training officers and EMTs go through. After reaching out to EMT Officer
Tyler Verhaar, Jordan attended a Seattle Police EMT training to go through the experience himself.
In honor of Stop the Bleed month, Lake Washington Partners generously purchased two medical kits
that will be given to SPD EMTs. Lott said, "As active members of our community, Lake Washington
Partners has identified a need in the community and we would like to help. Sometimes Firefighters or
EMT’s can’t reach the person in harm’s way, or our local Seattle Police Department are the first to
arrive and they must immediately perform life-saving activities. Lake Washington Partners is donating
the needed medical supplies to equip officers with the advanced medical supplies they need. These
officers play a vital role in creating (a) safe community and we are honored to help support the Seattle
Police Department in delivering the key medical supplies that allow them to perform life-saving
procedures."
The Seattle Police Foundation would like to thank the Alice Lawrence Foundation and its Board of
Directors as well as Lake Washington Partners and Jordan Lott for their generous contribution to the
women and men of the Seattle Police Department and the citizens they serve.

Mounted Patrol Stuffies
Members of the Seattle Police Department's Mounted Patrol Unit are lending a hoof to local kids! You
can purchase your very own Mounted Patrol stuffy to help support the Beds for Kids program. Each
stuffy comes with the trading card for the real-life member of the Mounted Patrol!
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Purchase A Mounted
Patrol Stuffy Here!

Save the Dates!

September 21, 2019

November 1, 2019

Save the dates for our biggest events of the year! Click here for more information on tickets and
sponsorship opportunities.

Because of donors like you, SPF has funded
nearly 10 million dollars in grants and programs

since 2002. Please donate and help make
Seattle a safer community.

Donate

AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon
with the same products, prices, and shopping
features as Amazon.com. The difference is that
when you shop on AmazonSmile, the
AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the
purchase price of eligible products to the Seattle
Police Foundation.
To support SPF through your Amazon account,
click here.
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